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Storm Warning
System
Gold Coast Airport and the Aerodrome
Safety Committee have completed the
installation of a Thunderstorm Warning
System on the RPT apron to alert airside
staff of thunderstorm activity.

Brett Curtis Manager
Operations and Standards
A warm welcome to the Gold
Coast Airport’s first edition of
our Safety Management System
(SMS) Safety and Security
Newsletter “The Radar”
Safety is inherent in each and
every one of our organisations
and is fundamental to the
reputation and longevity of our
industry. Likewise, security
has come to the forefront of
our industry over recent years,
and has taken a much more
proactive and overt role in our
day to day activities, whether it
be at the passenger screening
point, the airside operations, or
simply observing the behaviour
of the many people who work,
travel and use the Gold Coast
Airport each year. Our first
edition covers the recently
introduced “Thunderstorm
Warning System” which is a
topical safety issue with the wet
and stormy Queensland weather
since the beginning of the year.
Our aim is to publish the SMS
Newsletter Quarterly and in
future we will be calling on
you, the Airport community for
contributions or issues that you
think are important.

The Thunderstorm Warning System
comprises a number of ‘stations’ installed
on the face of Terminal 1 and airside
walkways.
The system is activated by local airline
representatives on receipt of information
from the Virgin Meteorological Unit which
is located in Brisbane and staffed by a
BoM forecaster and representatives of
Qantas and Virgin Australia.
The system has been installed to improve
the means to communicate Thunderstorm
Alerts to all staff working airside improving
the safety at Gold Coast Airport.

The Thunderstorm Warning System uses coloured strobes
and an audible horn. There are two warning phases which
are displayed by the stations.
10NM THUNDERSTORM ALERT

5NM THUNDERSTORM ALERT

Activated when advice is received
that thunderstorms have been
observed within 10nm of the Gold
Coast Airport and may be heading
towards the Airport.

Activated when advice is
received that thunderstorms
have been observed within 5nm
of Gold Coast Airport.

The warning includes WHITE strobes plus a
repeating horn for 15 seconds (3 beeps, 2 sec
quiet, 3 beeps, 2 sec quiet, 3 beeps) and then
quiet for the remainder of the alert.

The warning includes BLUE
strobes plus continuous repeating horn
( 3 beeps, 2 sec quiet and 3 beeps)

THUNDERSTORM CANCELLATION
The Thunderstorm Alert will be downgraded accordingly on receipt of
advice that the storm has receded a distance of 10nm or more from
the airport. Strobes and horn will stop when the alerts are cancelled.
It is recommended that airport operators declare an OPERATIONS
SHUTDOWN during a 5nm Thunderstorm Alert, however individual
organisations should develop their own policy.
goldcoastairport.com.au

Operation
Electra
The Gold Coast Airport Tabletop Exercise “Operation Electra” 2013 was held on 3rd June 2013 at
Terminal 2. The exercise was well attended with over 50 participants and observers from Airport and
Airline Personnel, Security, Fire fighting, Police, AFP, OTS, Customs, Immigration and Quarantine
Agencies, Medical, Emergency and Welfare Services .

Toni Limon Gold Coast
Airport Manager Security and
the Security Contact Officer

Gold Coast Airport’s Manager Operations and Standards, Brett Curtis, introduced the exercise as
collaboration between the Gold Coast Airport and the AFP with a focus on Safety and Security.
The exercise was facilitated by Edwina Trollope and Doug Venables from the AFP’s Incident
Preparedness Team.
The scenario exercised in real time, saw an international flight “Orion Air - Flight 1234” arrive at the
Gold Coast International Terminal, with a suspicious bag remaining on the carousel and a subsequent
explosion in the terminal.

With the recent events occurring
overseas it is timely that we look
at the more vulnerable areas of
our terminal.

The objectives of the exercise were to test a terminal evacuation in a complex situation and
to demonstrate initial response capacity to an explosive device after hours. Some interesting
hypothetical situations were drawn out and the initial debrief identified a number of learnings which
will be incorporated into relevant procedures and plans.

‘Front of House’ is the term
used for the front of our terminal,
passenger drop off and pick
up, taxi rank and landside
concourse used for checkin and domestic baggage
collection.

Brett thanked facilitators Edwina and Doug and all exercise participants for helping to make Tabletop
“Operation Electra” a successful exercise. Discussions are now taking place to plan the Emergency
Field Exercise scheduled for August 2013.

It is important to remain vigilant
and alert when working in the
Front of House areas of the
terminal.
Vigilance involves the detection
of suspicious behaviour, the
detection of persons loitering
or surveying the area and the
identification of unattended
items.
As an employee at the Gold
Coast Airport, you are an
integral part of the overall
security controls ensuring we
have a safe and secure airport.
If you ever have to think about
whether you need to report
something, then you need to
report it!

Don’t be afraid to
report suspicious or
unusual behaviour.
If you see something
say something.
Every report matters.

ASIC COMPLIANCE IS EVERYONES BUSINESS
You must Challenge/Question anyone not displaying their ASIC when airside.
Your ASIC must be worn on the front half of your body between shoulder and
waist height.
A RED ASIC is required for the Security Restricted Area (Screened Apron used for
arriving and disembarking passengers on RPT aircraft)
A GREY ASIC is required for all other airport airside areas (except the SRA),
including those parts of the sterile area not accessed by the travelling public.

Your ASIC is only compliant if it has the
following elements:
•

Clear image (head and shoulders of the holder)

•

Intact Kinegram Strip (Silver Hologram)

•

Must be either OOL (Gold Coast Airport) or AUS (Australia Wide)

•

The date must be valid, and the card is valid to the end of
the month on the card.

REPORT
SUSPICIOUS
BEHAVIOUR
CALL 131-AFP (131-237)
goldcoastairport.com.au

